Quantitative consideration is essential to engineering fundamentals of powder technologies. 
Introduction
Powders and short fibers, whatever they may be metallic, inorganic or organic, are discretely dispersed fine solid, and their products usually porous and of heterogeneous structures. Such substantially heterogeneous materials and processes have been conventionally assumed to be uniform and isotropic in the first approximation. Although simplification is important, quantitative characterizations of discrete phases and heterogeneous microstructures are essential to the fundamentals of powder technology with good reproducibility to be recently required for the precise control of the process operations and the product qualities. It is also important to integrate systematically the basic knowledge about the appropriate technology and formulate a quantitative system for related engineering processes. Our efforts to correspond such requests have been being made on several subjects through proposal of original techniques, systematic measurements, methodical experimentations and computer simulations.
The keys for this purpose is first introduced in brief and to the points. Then follow applications to practical problems. The quantitative results can be as engineering guides for researches and developments on materials and processes. 2 Characterization and characteristics for a group of discrete phases In the characterization for groups of discrete phases through comprehension of the substantial reality, it is necessary to consider that (1) each of constituents has a size and a shape, and (2) both the sizes and the shapes have distributions individually as statistical characteristics in groups. There have been various proposals for measurement and numerical expression of the size and the shape. It means none of the best way based on sound reason. Choice of the expression is generally dependent upon the morphology (sizes and shapes) of objects, because of necessities in not only accuracy but also simplicity by reason of guarantee in measured data sufficient to statistical evaluation. For a universal evaluation of the size and the shape in usual powders, the authors have used an equivalent diameter of equal area circle
•¬ and a circularity (perimeter ratio of the equivalent circle to the figure)
•¬ on the projected shadow or the sectioned image of an object, as shown in Fig.1 , but for the characteristics of short fibers, have defined
•¬ on the variables for morphological appraisal containing the lengths and the curves, where a list of all the notations used hereinafter is summarized in Table 1 for convenience. The essential characteristics of powders and short fibers can be judged with simultaneous comprehension of the sizes and shapes in a dispersion diagram as shown in Fig.2 for instance, where powder particles are individually plotted with the equivalent diameters on abscissa and the circularities on ordinate. This diagramming can show clearly that there are some unusual powders with the less sizes and the more complicate shapes, which is against the empirical rule. The dispersion can be precisely expressed by using a double or triple of bivariate normal distribution functions. Both the dispersions based on number and mass are also mutually related.
For the numerical representation of a distribution, however simple it is, two parameters at least are necessary, as shown in Fig.3 . One is the pointer showing the absolute position of the distribution, usually the mean value. Another is the parameter grading the distributive degree (widely spread or keenly peaked), statistically the variance or the standard deviation, in practice the characteristic width of Achievements in New Quantitative Approach to Powder Technology distribution which the authors have arbitrarily defined to be a range from 2.3% to 97.7% of cumulative ratio.
3 Simulation and particle models Computer simulation is a useful experimental method for studies which have difficulty in measurements or uncertainty in results. In simulation for discrete materials, elemental objects must be modelled; for instance, the authors have adopted ellipsoids with or without rough surfaces as static or dynamic particles, respectively, as mathematically expressed by where a>b>c>O. The first example is two kinds of simulation which the authors have created in order to investigate differences in morphological characteristics evaluated on the sectioned images and projected shadows of particles. In one of them each projected shadow gives us an imaginary ellipsoid with rough surface evaluated correspondingly. In another one a group of randomly oriented dual ellipsoids can be imaged in accordance with the measured characteristics as shown in Fig.4 . In comparison and discussion, these particle models are suitable in the statistical specification of morphological characteristics for atomized iron powder rather than reduced one.
The next is computer experimentation to investigate the effect of particle size distribution on random packing (See Fig.5 ), overcoming the conventional assumption of only given size distribution under gravitational condition, but also the effect of the distribution on the formed structure and the density. The latter is fundamental knowledge for mixing and blending of powders. The third is a simulation on the kinetics of collision between ellipsoidal particles and an inclined plate as shown in Fig.6 , which is the principle of mechanism in the vibrating inclined plate method applicable for morphological optimization of powder. It is appreciated to be a useful tool for how to design and operate practically in the method. 4 Quantitative analyses in powder processing and related phenomena Application of the proposals for practical problems has been still limited in number on account of originality, but even the application of more than twenty metallic powders and seven metallic short fibers available in market earns significant findings which are over and above what can be conventionally obtained. The study reveals us that the boundary limit, measurable or not by the present industrial standard method, definitely appears as shown by a two-dot chain in Fig.7 . Both the ability and the angle are quantitatively related to morphological characteristics of powders, the dimensionless expressions Simulation illustrated by the motion of an ellipsoid, where vp and vp' wp and wp', mean translational and angular velocity vectors of a particle before and after collision , Db and a a velocity vector and an inclined angle of a vibrating plate , respectively, and S, a contact area between the particle and the plate. of which show that the both are mainly influenced by the product of the mean size and the mean shape.
Packing density 4.2.1 Statistical appraisal for powder
Breaking through uncertainty of the conventional quality judgment, the authors have tried to appraise how much the size, the shape and both the distributions of powders affect the packing density. Four parameters (the mean and the width of both the number-size and -shape distributions) for each powder have been evaluated as characteristics by using the above mentioned size-shape dispersion diagram. A first order linear equation in every term of which absolute variable is almost an identical amount has been introduced. The coefficients regressed by the least square method suggest that the main factors affecting the packing density are the mean particle shape and the width of the size distribution, the influence of which seems more than two to three times as strong as the mean size. •¬ where
•¬ and p (x) is the density function of particle size distribution based on mass. Both the packing densities simulated and calculated have a good agreement with a standard deviation of 0.005 as shown in Fig.8 . The estimation, however, has much deviation from the actual measurement as shown in Fig.9 .
In order to bridge such a gap, a model of packed structure is imagined as shown in Fig.10 . Each of powder particles is prototypal into an ellipsoid of revolution (a=b>c) with 200 projections shown as an example at the left-bottom corner of the figure, the surface roughness and the flakiness of which are estimated in coordination with the individual morphology and the measured specific surface area of the powder, respectively. The latter flakiness is evaluated on the assumption of a constant for each powder by
•¬ Fig.8 Comparison between simulation and analytical estimation.
Then the packed structure is built out of the simulated structure of spheres corresponding to the given size distribution in consideration of more spaces necessary for packing of randomly orientated ellipsoids. The packing density of the model is given by
•¬ where •¬ where Fig.11 Comparison between packing densities by measurement and calculation.
•¬•¬ The calculation is good as shown in Fig.12 and generally summarized in Fig.13 . Quantitative approach to the other applications has been done through systematic measurements and analyses about the size distributions, the impact atomization and the mechanisms, the dimensional changes during sinterings, the porous properties and the infiltration of liquid into pore s, the examination and testing of products, etc. The results are appreciated as tools for the analysis of phenomena and technical guides for the researches and developments on materials and processes.
Morphological

Conclusion
The progress of powder technology is advanced by quantitative consideration based on the intrinsic properties of processes and products, such as heterogeneity, anisotropy, etc. Efforts must be made to grasp quantitatively properties of materials and behaviors of phenomena by experimentation and simulation. In simulation, it is inevitable to make continuous efforts to bridge gaps between reality and assumption of such oversimplification. Systematic studies are necessary for further extension of new approach to wider and more practical applications. With advances in such studies, the reliability of powder metallurgy increases as the technique for material researches and process innovations. Quantitative consideration may assist for the sufficient comprehension of practical realities by linking technical findings in the fields concerned to knowledge established in other fields.
